Resources for Conducting Classes Remotely

**Canvas**
- Student-Student and Faculty-Student collaboration tools
- Group discussion
- Online grading and markup
- Quizzes/Tests
- Readings and other document sharing
- [https://canvas.pugetsound.edu](https://canvas.pugetsound.edu)
- Video conference tools including lecture recording (available for 14 days after conference)

**Google Suite (Docs/Sheets/Slides)**
- Document creation and sharing
- Multi-point collaboration
- Real-time group editing (editable by one or editable by all)
- Sharing and security built-in
- Includes group chat
- Google Forms allows for quick creation of surveys or quizzes

**Hangouts**
- Video teleconferencing
- 1:1
- 1:many (up to 25 on video and 150 on group chat)
- Chat session built in
- Audio only or AV
- Desktop and application presenting and sharing
- Realtime captioning

**Jamboard**
- Virtual whiteboarding
- Share with one or share with the entire class
- Download and share copies of the whiteboard presentation
- Interactive for the instructor or the instructor and the entire class
- Works with regular laptop (Mac or Windows) but excels when used with tablet

Some classes may not be easily supported using online resources. Examples include labs or other classes that require physical interaction.

Many of these individual tools have overlapping functionality. In many cases, you may choose which option best suits your needs.

These strategies and tools can work if in-person class meetings are canceled or if you need to engage individual students who are unable to attend an in-person session.

For any faculty member wishing to take advantage of these capabilities but need assistance, please contact your respective Educational Technologist or send an email to servicedesk@pugetsound.edu Open sessions will be held this week to provide tutorials on how to best utilize each of these services.